‘I am over the moon’

Who’s afraid of
the big bad wolf?

Students stripped
of basic grant

Wageningen bio builders heading for
Boston. | p.8 |

Ecologists prepare us to welcome a top
predator. | p.12 |

Joy at scrapping of slow student ﬁne is
short-lived. | p.24 |
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labour of love

>> HARM + ADVENTURE RACING
Harm Bartholomeus, assistant professor of Remote Sensing ESG

‘You are looking for a limit that isn’t there’
Walking, mountain biking, climbing and kayaking for days on
end (eight days in the last World Cup) in a team of four. Nonstop, with as little sleep as possible, heading for the ﬁnish
with a map and a compass. A sport for a select few. ‘You need a
kind of stubbornness,’ says Harm Bartholomeus about his
chosen sport. ‘And ﬁtness of course. But it is largely mental.’
Why do people do this sport of thing? Hmm. ‘That is the one
question you must not ask yourself during the competition.’
For the World Cup adventure see: www.facebook.com/DutchRK
Bionix.
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SOIL DRILLING
Student championship won by women’s
team this year. ‘You need to be good at
teamwork too’

SEVEN
Very nice, all those rankings. But forget the Dutch Higher Education guide, the
Elsevier rankings and the Times Higher Education ones. Where Wageningen really stands out is in the FFP ranking. You know, the one for the Fewest Female Professors, which is awaited every year with baited breath. This university has a
grand total of just seven female chair holders. Even the technical universities
cannot compete with that.
Three of the seven will be retiring soon. There are very few women candidates
for such posts so we shall keep our top position for a while yet. Meanwhile, the
target percentage for women professors has disappeared from the latest strategic plan. Our executive board does not want to commit itself to targets because
quality must always come ﬁrst. A clear priority. Hmm. The question is of course
how far you let things slip. Because sometimes – just sometimes – emancipation
can use a bit of a boost.
Gaby van Caulil

>> What do outsiders think of the new site?
‘Nice photos; the formal text-heavy look is gone’
See p.22.
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director. Now that money, enough
for around 80 research posts, is gone. Hall: ‘This is a dramatic loss of
work for the Wageningen plant scientists.’

CBSG, the genomics centre that
over the past ten years has helped
decipher the potato and tomato
genomes, will close as there will be
no more funding after the end of
this year. The same applies to the
Green Genetics top scientiﬁc institute. The future of both centres depends on the Horticulture top sector but that body has rejected their
requests for funding.
The two sectors have a combined
budget of around eight million euros a year, says Robert Hall, CBSG

SPIN-OFFS
The absence of follow-up funding
comes as a surprise. In both centres, companies and researchers
collaborate in research programmes, just as the top sector policy
intends. ‘The business community
supports our joint plans and is prepared to invest ten million euros a
year over the next few years,’ says
Hall. CBSG focuses on generating
basic knowledge about plants
while Green Genetics concentrates
more on the application. ‘Last
year, an international commission

0(1'(/

reviewed us,’ says Hall, ‘and
praised both the quality of our research and the way we turned
knowledge into commercial applications. Each euro spent in CBSG
leads to 4 euros in spin-offs, for
example in EU projects. That will
be much more difﬁcult now.’
FES MONEY
A big obstacle to getting follow-up
funds is the fact that the Horticulture top sector hardly has any cash.
The institutes used to get money
from the FES fund (natural gas revenues) but that was abolished by
the previous cabinet. This means a
cut of 800 million euros in funding
for research and innovation, including eight million less for CBSG
and Green Genetics. Now these in-
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stitutes have to try and get money
from the regular DLO budget that
is allocated via the Horticulture
and Agri&Food top sectors. Next
year, the Horticulture top sector
will have 4.5 million to spend on
new projects and Agri&Food only
10 million, to be divided among
dozens of projects. ‘Our problems
can be traced back to the loss of
the FES fund,’ says Hall. ‘The government asks businesses to contribute 50 percent of the funding,
but it has insufﬁcient resources
available to match the investments
companies are making in the
AS
knowledge economy.’

The Wageningen student council
and the councils of three other science and technical universities have sounded the alarm with ‘informateurs’ Henk Kamp and Wouter
Bos. The students of Wageningen
University, Delft University of
Technology, the University of
Twente and Eindhoven University
of Technology are afraid that
scrapping the basic student grant
will adversely affect the popularity
of technical studies.
‘We were extremely glad that
the slow student ﬁne is off the
cards,’ says student council member Wouter Jan van Roosmalen.
‘But now the cabinet is going for a
social loan system. We are afraid
that the specialized universities
will be adversely affected.’

Technical degree programmes
are heavier and a Master’s takes
two years. Wouter Jan: ‘As a result,
science students take longer than
others, making these degrees more costly. If the basic grant is scrapped, technical studies will become
unattractive while there is in fact
more need for MSc holders. This
can also be seen in the technical
character of the top sectors.’
If the loan system is introduced
anyway, the students propose turning it into a grant for the ﬁfth year
of technical studies. ‘Then these
students do not have to pay more
than other students, and there are
no repercussions for other students. This measure would only
cost 24 million euros a year.’
In the letter, the students implore the informateurs to make
sure that they are not the last cohort of science students. ‘Let future MSc holders contribute to
innovation in the Netherlands
too.’ /YG1
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In the general THE ranking, the
university went up from 75th to
70th place, while among the Life
Sciences universities Wageningen
fell from 17th to 22nd place. The

ranking measures primarily the
quality of the university’s research.
Wageningen’s score is virtually the
same as a year ago.
All the Dutch universities on the
list have gone up the general ranking. Leiden has gone up from
79th to 64th place, Utrecht from
68th to 67th place and Wageningen is now the third best Dutch
university at position 70. More
spectacular is the rise of Rotter-

dam from position 157 all the way
to 72, Delft from 104 to 77 and Groningen from 134 to 89. This ‘outstanding performance’ (Times) is
largely due to research data having
been submitted in a better way to
the ofﬁce which computes the scores. Wageningen UR did the same
last year and rose from position
144 to 75. Other universities have
now cottoned on to this.
International analysts consul-

ted by THE believe that the rise of
the Dutch universities up the rankings masks the truth of the situation in higher education. While
Asian countries invest heavily in
higher education, European countries and the United States are
skimping on it, partly because of
the economic crisis. The dominance of western universities in the
rankings is therefore diminishing,
AS
say the analysts.

LQEULHI
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6SOLW
Coordinator Jeroen Naaijkens has completed his assignment. The former
chairman of the board of HAS Den
Bosch had been asked by the supervisory board to look for a new supervisory
board for an independent Van Hall Larenstein. The list of candidates drawn
up by Naaijkens has been accepted by
the Wageningen UR supervisory board
and submitted to state secretary Bleker
for approval. It is not known when his
/YG1
response can be expected.

>>ISRIC

6WRQHKHUHPXVHXPFRPLQJ
The big stone that appeared recently in
front of Lumen belongs to ISRIC. The
object was moved from Duivendaal to
the campus. The stone is a clump of
bauxite from Moengo, Suriname, and
was a present from the Royal Tropical
Institute. Stephan Mantel from ISRIC
made sure the stone was added to the
list of open-air objects around the campus, making it oﬃcially a work of art.
The stone will eventually be mounted
next to the entrance to the new ISRIC

6&+$0,1(ǉǉ

museum; building work for the
museum is due to start any day
now. *Y&

ǋǋ,17(16,9()$50,1*

6WXGHQWVLQGHEDWHZLWK'LMNKXL]HQ
The students who protested against
the statements by Aalt Dijkhuizen in
September will have a debate with
him on Monday evening 22 October.
Rector magniﬁcus Martin Kropﬀ and
Wageningen researchers will also be
taking part. The debate will be in English, the location has not yet been
decided (keep an eye on intranet and
studentnet). There is another debate
on Friday 12 October with critics of
intensive farming, organized by
Otherwise and Farmers Foundation,
among others. In the Forum at
*Y&
20:00.

ǋǋǋǋ%,**(6732//87(532//

'LMNKXL]HQUDQNHGVHYHQWK
Aalt Dijkhuizen is a dirty man. At
least, that is the opinion of the jury of
the Dirty top 50, a ‘poll to choose the
biggest polluters’ by Greenpeace, Wise, Joop.nl and Vroege Vogels. Dijkhuizen’s high position is due to his
close links with the meat and dairy industry and his statements about intensive farming and grazing.
Maxime Verhagen is one position higher, while Henk Bleker heads the
*Y&
list.

-DFN
The feature ﬁlm Kauwboy [Jackdaw Boy) will be the Dutch
entry for the Oscar for the best foreign ﬁlm next spring.
The ﬁlm portrays the love between a boy and his jackdaw.
Years ago Achilles Cools published a book – Kauwen in de
Spiegel – in which he analyses the language of jackdaws.
They use as many as 40 distinguishable basic sounds.
Both the new ﬁlm and the book transport me straight
back to my own youth when as a primary schoolchild I
raised my own jackdaw. His name was Jack. He had fallen
out of the nest and the villager who found him brought
him to our house. My parents ran a pub and their youngest son was known to have a thing about nature, so where
else would you take the creature?
Jackdaws are fantastic creatures. You learn that from the
ﬁlm and from the book, and it is my own experience as
well. Jack liked to sit on my arm or shoulder but he did not
let anyone else near him. And he used his dangerous beak
to make clear that he meant it. He recognized my
footsteps before he saw me, and ‘my’ ring of the doorbell
when I came home through the café door, and he would
start to caw loudly. If I cried, Jack cried with me. In the
spring I kept him in his cage because the urge to ﬂy away
was too great then. But one day the bird had ﬂown. He had
escaped during feeding time, said my brother. Jack was
sitting up a tree a couple of streets away… and came ﬂying
down at my call. Seldom have I felt so happy. The very same day my father clipped his wings. -RRS6FKDPLQ«H
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His activities as a researcher became an opening for a relationship
between the Netherlands and
North Korea. It is thanks to those
efforts that plant researcher Maarten Jongsma has a prominent role
in the very ﬁrst Dutch trade mission, which is leaving for North Korea in mid-October. Jongsma is visiting the communist country with
representatives of the ministries of
Agriculture and Foreign Affairs,
and some vegetable and ﬂower
breeding companies. ‘These companies are mainly interested in
seeing what things are like there.
I’m not expecting any quick deals,’

-RQJVPDGHOLYHUHGODEHTXLSPHQWWR1RUWK.RUHDLQ-XO\7KHKHDGRIWKHSODQW
EUHHGLQJLQVWLWXWH7RN<RQJ.LP OHIW VXŉHUVIURP3DUNLQVRQéVGLVHDVH

says Jongsma, who has been to
North Korea six times.
Maarten Jongsma heads a project to make North Korean potatoes resistant to the disease
Phytophthora. A North Korean
PhD student in Wageningen has
isolated genes for resistance to the

disease and another North Korean
has tested varieties with and without resistance genes. ‘The results
are very positive,’ says Jongsma.
‘For instance, they tested the Desiree variety in North Korea. The
yield without resistance genes was
9 tons per hectare, as opposed to

34 tons with the genes. Normally
they harvest between 10 and 20
tons per hectare.’
Jongsma was in North Korea
only last July to deliver a container
full of lab equipment from Wageningen. ‘They were really pleased
with it because they have a big
shortage of lab equipment. They
have become more accessible since then.’ Jongsma also had vegetable seeds with him in preparation
for the trade mission, so that they
could test them.
One pleasant surprise was that
all the staff in the plant breeding
lab were suddenly able to speak
English. ‘On my previous visit I
had pointed out to them that they
really needed to learn English as
otherwise it would make collaborative projects difﬁcult. So they formed a class of 20 members of staff,
who now attend English lessons
AS
three times a week.’
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No one knew how the ﬁrst light
version of Food4You (3-9 October)
would go. After the subsidy from
the municipal council was withdrawn, the organization decided to
go back to basics this year. The
knowledge festival was reduced
from 15 to 5 days, with many activities going by the board. No more
preposterous world record attempts or world egg days, but an
emphasis on food science.
It worked out well, thinks organizer Elisa Salentijn. ‘The public,
the students and the guests were
satisﬁed.’ The festival was plagued
by bad weather this year though.
Rain put a damper on the public
day in particular. With 7000 visi-

3RSXODUZLWKWKHFKLOGUHQDPDFKLQHIRUZULWLQJRQWKHURDGZLWKVDOW

tors, the turnout was about one
third of the numbers in previous
years. The decision to hold the festival in a tent did not work out too
well either. Salentijn: ‘It was freezing cold at the opening symposium. At one point I couldn’t even
feel my ﬁngertips anymore.’
The big attractions this year we-

re several duos with a scientist and
an artist who had come up with something related to a theme. Like
the app thought up by health scientist Laura Bouwman, with which
you can share food-related stories.
The performance by scientistcook Hervé This during the Food
Professionals Day prompted a lot

of enthusiastic tweets between colleagues. The founder of molecular
gastronomy pulls out all the stops
these days when it comes to applying scientiﬁc insights in the kitchen. This ‘note by note’ approach
to cooking builds up a dish not
from ingredients but from their
pure chemical components. ‘Just
as a composer uses notes or a painter primary colours.’
In spite of the positive response, the future of Food4You is
still uncertain. ‘I am concerned
about the ﬁnances,’ says Salentijn
about the withdrawal of the chief
sponsor VGZ and the uncertainty
about subsidies. She also wants to
evaluate this year whether the form
the festival takes is still the best
one. But she looks back on the festival with satisfaction, with the giant picnic as the high point. ‘At
ﬁrst people looked around cautiously but then the tables ﬁlled up
and it was great fun.’ RR
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Wageningen is to have a Green
Ofﬁce. The new organization will
promote sustainable initiatives on
campus. Green Ofﬁce Wageningen
introduced itself on 10 October
during Sustainability Day in the
Forum.
‘We support the implementation of existing sustainable projects
but we also help develop new initiatives,’ explains coordinator Marta
Dabrowska. ‘We want to create
projects arising from needs felt in
the organization.’ Green Ofﬁce is a

FLYING
START FOR
THE DOG
LAB

student-run organization. The difference compared to groups such
as Share and WEP (Wageningen
Environmental Platform) lies in its
close collaboration with Facilities
and Services. ‘We take a critical
and constructive approach to this.
We want to reﬂect critically on
what is happening in the area of
sustainability. Could it be done differently, should it be done differently, and if so – how?’ As a sustainability platform, Green Ofﬁce is
the successor to Taskforce Sustainability, which will be disbanded
at the end of this year. Within the
organization there has long been a
wish to see Wageningen’s characteristic knowledge being applied
in its own backyard. 5.

And, are you satisﬁed with the programme?
‘‘To be honest, I have not seen it yet. This past
week has been rather busy. But the recording
went without a hitch. Absolutely nothing was
staged. There were no retakes; we got everything right ﬁrst time.’
How did they end up getting in touch with you?
‘They wanted to portray the relationship
between people and animals. That’s right up
our street. We regularly invite people to bring
their dogs and be observed. It ﬁtted in nicely
with a test we are currently doing in our new
lab.’

:LH"Bonne Beerda
:KDW"On World
Animal Day she
appeared in
VPRO’s Pavlov
:K\"In Zodiac’s new
dog lab, Beerda
studied the relationship between
presenter Janine
Abbring and her dog
Lois

:$*(1,1*(1678'(176
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In general students at Wageningen
University are very satisﬁed with
their programmes, according to
the latest data from the National
Student Survey. True to tradition,
these results have appeared ﬁrst in
an Elsevier higher education special. Asked about facilities, education, the programme, the teachers
and the assessments, Wageningen
programmes score an average of
78 (BSc programmes) and 75 (MSc
programmes) out of 100. The national average was around 65.
At 85, Plant Sciences got the highest score in the country, taking
over from Agrotechnology, which
dropped from 98 last year to 81
this hear. Among the Master’s programmes, International Land and

Water Management is in the lead
(85).
0,6&$/&8/$7,21
Remarkably, Wageningen ended
up quite low in the general ranking
of universities (third of the four
specialized universities). But this
is almost certainly due to a miscalculation by Elsevier (see our site
using search term ‘Elsevier’, for
the details).
In the applied sciences category, Van Hall Larenstein’s low score
is striking. The applied sciences
programmes there do not score
more than 53 points. This puts
VHL at 25th place on the ‘satisfaction ranking’ - out of 26 applied
sciences institutions. For the Tropical Agriculture programme the
score of the teachers (31) is even
the lowest of all the applied sciences programmes in the Netherlands. 5*

4827(
‘Balloon race at Leeuwenborch while WageningenUR researchers
show impacts of plastic soup in oceans. Missed opportunity.’
Simon Bush objects to the helium balloons with which Mercurius student society celebrated its jubilee. Tweeted on 4 October.

.,72

So the programme showcased your work perfectly?
‘The dog lab itself is not new, but the space it
occupies is. We now have a special facility on
campus that’s equipped with cameras and everything we need to observe behaviour. Though
actually they came a little bit early. We did the
recording in June, before everything was sorted
out.’
Is that why some of the material was shot at Rikilt, the Institute of Food Safety?
‘No, they organized the ﬁlming at Rikilt themselves. Evidently they thought that building made a more attractive setting. But it was all to the
good. Wageningen UR is none too keen on Zodiac’s research facilities being ﬁlmed.’ 5.

*RRGUDQNLQJVè<RXDUHDWVWQGWKWKDQGDQGLQODVWSODFH
RQWKHUDQNLQJIRUXQUHOLDEOHUDQNLQJVéè3HUIHFWé
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A team of Wageningen students is
through to the global ﬁnal of the
iGEM competition for biology builders. The 15 students ended
among the best 18 teams (out of
47) in the European preliminary
round in Amsterdam on Sunday 7
October. Enough for a ticket to elite university MIT in Boston, where
the ﬁnal will be held at the start of
November. Delft got through too,
while Groningen was the European
winner. The Wageningen team
won the prize for the best presentation. This was the end of the line
for the remaining Dutch teams.
‘It is really great to get this recognition after a summer of slogging away,’ says Jeroen Bosman,
team member and Biotechnology
student. ‘I am over the moon. Actually, we were becoming more and
more pessimistic towards the end.
The jury didn’t pay us that much
attention, but it turns out that was
because our presentation was so
clear.’
VIRUS
The Wageningen iGEM team’s
submission was all about smarter
delivery of medicines. Conventional medicines end up indiscrimi-

nately in both diseased and healthy parts of the body. The students
thought up a mechanism for targeting the delivery of medicines.
They spent the past few months in
the lab simulating the protein casing for a virus. The students wanted to attach an adapter to the exterior. You can then click all the possible ‘address labels’ on this adapter. These ensure that the virus
(with its load) is only taken up by
the heart or liver cells, for instance. The clicking system means it
can be used for any destination
you want.
Eventually the approach could
be used in developing vaccines and
nano materials. ‘The idea is really
big enough for a ﬁve-year project,’
says Bosman. ‘They encourage you
to come up with an ambitious plan
at iGEM.’
ERROR
The project did not go entirely
smoothly. To the team’s disappointment, the process of attaching the adapter went wrong just
before the deadline. One genetic
letter got left off in the instructions. An error with disastrous effects given that the letters are read
in groups of three. The code shifted up one place, which changed
everything into rubbish. ‘Of course
you get annoyed when that happens,’ says Bosman. ‘But you mustn’t spend too long crying about it.’
There were enough strong

7KHL*HPWHDPLQFOXGHVERWK%6FDQG06FVWXGHQWV

points for them to get the Boston
ticket, says Mark van Passel, assistant professor and their supervi-

è,DPRYHU
WKHPRRQé
sor together with Floor Hugenholtz: ‘I’m very proud of them.’
Van Passel thinks the clicking system found favour because it enables standardization. ‘They had also already published a paper,
which is very unusual,’ says Van

7KHVWXGHQWVKDYHZRUNHGRQWKHSURMHFWIRUPRQWKVLQFOXGLQJRYHUWKHVXPPHU

Passel, ‘and they had a particularly
good presentation of their educational journey.’
%,2%5,&.6
The international iGEM competition is all about synthetic biology.
Students work with biological building blocks known as BioBricks.
These can be combined to create
synthetic life forms that carry out
useful tasks. An unusual feature of
iGEM is the ‘open’ philosophy. All
the BioBricks are freely available
and all the information can be
found on Wiki pages. An iGEM
team consists of students who are
working on their Bachelor’s or
Master’s thesis. They generally
spend several months on the project, including the summer.
There was a modest celebration
for Wageningen on Sunday evening with a meal and a few beers.
‘I’ll be back in lectures tomorrow morning,’ commented Bosman, ‘though perhaps a little the
worse for wear and with my
thoughts elsewhere.’ They now have three weeks to work on a presentation and Wiki page, and then it’s
off to Boston. RR
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It had been announced earlier but it happened in September: development biologist Ben Scheres moved from Utrecht to
Wageningen. After twenty years as professor at Utrecht, the renowned Ben Scheres,
who has many top publications on the development of plants to his name, is ready
for a change. ‘I could have moved to the
United States, for example, but I don’t like
the frenetic American research culture.’
He enquired with rector Martin Kropff as
to whether there might be a chair for him
at Wageningen University.
The move to Wageningen is an obvious
step, says Scheres. ‘The current trend is
for Dutch Biology faculties to specialize.
Plant research is being concentrated in
Wageningen. With Utrecht heading towards biomedical research, my research
will be relegated to the periphery there.’
Moreover, Scheres wants a shift of focus in
his work. ‘I have worked a lot with animal
development biologists in the past few
years because of the progress they were
making in stem cell discoveries. I now see
a lot of development in the plant world.’
Among those Scheres intends to work

with are Bisseling, cell biologist Marcel Janson, geneticist Gerco Angenent and plant
physiologist Harro Bouwmeester. ‘Being
right in the middle of the plant sciences will
enable me to share my ideas more easily
within a bigger whole.’
$5$%,'236,6
Wageningen is familiar ground for the
52-year-old Scheres because he studied here
and his PhD research was supervised by
molecular biologist Ton Bisseling. They are
now neighbours in Radix. ‘Ton will retire in
a few years’ time and there are plans to merge the groups then.’ Scheres has brought along a group of twenty researchers to Wageningen: four permanent and 16 temporary.
Like his new neighbours, Scheres is
doing a lot of research into the model plant
Arabidopsis in order to understand the architecture of plants. Is this model crop still
necessary now that the DNA sequences of
useful crops have been charted? ‘Arabidopsis remains necessary conceptually for an
understanding of how the networks of genes, proteins and metabolites work in
plants. The actual information about the
functions of genes, the system biology, cannot be derived from loads of genetic data,
so you need models for this.’ Although his
research is purely fundamental, Scheres is
curious to see whether breeding companies
will be interested in working with him. $6

9,6,21ǉǉ
1DWXUHFRQVHUYDWLRQDSULYDWHPDWWHU"
'XWFKQDWXUHRUJDQL]DWLRQVDUHSODQQLQJDUDGLFDO
FKDQJHRIFRXUVHUHSRUWHGTrouwQHZVSDSHUODVW
ZHHN7KH\ZDQWWREHOHVVIRFXVHGRQWKHJRYHUQPHQW
DQGZRUNPRUHZLWKSULYDWHSDUWLHVWRSURWHFWQDWXUH
LQWKHFRXQWU\
Bad idea, says environmental sociologist Kris van
Koppen. ‘It is OK for nature organizations to go looking for other actors to help realize their nature
goals, but turning their backs on the government is
not a good strategy. The government is and will
remain a key source of funding for nature development. Nature is a collective public good.’
Hasn’t ‘nature’ simply gone out of style?
‘Studies show that there is still a lot of support for
nature conservation among the general public, and
we see the government as the body that should do it.
In terms of budget, too, the government still plays a
key role. If nature organizations now orient themselves very much towards private parties, it will have
a knock-on effect.’
The state forest service Staatsbosbeheer wants to
become a national trust. Smart move?
‘I can understand Staatsbosbeheer’s wishes on that
one. It was a government organization which was
privatized and then had its funding slashed, so it
will certainly have a wish to become independent of
the government. But we already have a national
trust in the ﬁeld of nature: it is called Natuurmonumenten.’
Do nature organizations really know what is important to ‘the people’?
‘Through the success of the Ecological Main Structure, a kind of technocratic debate on nature targets
developed between nature organizations and the
government. This went over the heads of most of the
general public. For this reason it is good that nature
organizations want to involve the public more in
their work and engage in more dialogue with them
about nature conservation. After all, they are
conserving Dutch nature areas on behalf of the
public.’ $6

3 52326,7,21
For the Dutch academic system to remain
at the top, students should be encouraged
to enjoy challenging education and not
stimulated to just ﬁnish courses
%HQ6FKHUHV

Bart Nieuwenhuis received his PhD on 21 September in Wageningen
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ð 7RROLWWOHLUULJDWLRQZDWHULQ
ULYHUVLQIXWXUH
ð ([LVWLQJIRRGVXSSO\PRGHOV
WRRRSWLPLVWLF

The global population may grow
this century to nine or even twelve
billion people. To feed them all,
food production needs to more
than double. Yet there is not
enough water to produce that
amount of food. By the end of the
century it will be impossible to
meet one quarter of the water requirements, shows research for
which Hester Biemans got her PhD
at Wageningen University on Friday 5 October. Biemans works in
the Climate Change and Adaptive
Water Management Group at Alterra.
Currently used calculation models about future food production
predict that it will be possible to
double production. These models
count on a growth in crops and
take economic inﬂuences into account. They predict a growth in the
amount of land on which crops are
irrigated, because it is precisely in
irrigated agriculture that there are
productivity gains to be made. ‘But

$JOREDO
ZDWHU
VKRUWDJH
ZLOOFUHDWH
DQHHG
IRUPRUH
HŌFLHQW
LUULJDWLRQ
PHWKRGV

the studies wrongly assume that
there is enough water for that,’
says Biemans.
&/,0$7(&+$1*(
The researcher compared the future demand for irrigation water
that these models predict with ﬁgures on the actual availability of
water from the runoff from rivers
worldwide. This comparison reveals the future shortage of irrigation water. Biemans also looked at

the inﬂuence of climate change.
‘That seems to have little inﬂuence
on the total availability of water
worldwide.’
There was already concern
about a future water shortage but
now for the ﬁrst time there are ﬁgures on it. They are clear. The
shortage of irrigation water will
mean that at the end of this century 20 percent less food will be produced than would have been possible in the ‘best case scenario’ with

enough water. In south Asia and
southern Africa this loss could be
as great as 50 percent. Only strong
measures can reverse this prospect. This would mean investing
heavily in more water reservoirs, or
in efﬁcient irrigation in which less
water is lost. Using drip irrigation,
for example, instead of ﬂooding
ﬁelds, or using closed pipelines instead of open channels. -7

6&,(1&(&$)(217+(5,6.62)1$127(&+
ð 0HGLFDODSSOLFDWLRQVQRORQJHU
VFLHQFHŊFWLRQ
ð è'LVFXVVLRQDERXWULVNVRI
QDQRWHFKQRORJ\PXVW
LQWHQVLI\é

Nanotechnology focuses on the
manipulation of materials and
processes at the level of the individual molecule. A ﬁeld that is surrounded by high expectations and
debate about risks. This is the topic of the next Science Café Wageningen.
One of the guests, Twente professor of Nanoﬂuidics Jan Eijkel,
will talk about the medical applications of nanotechnology. He

works in a research group which is
developing nanotechnology for
medical diagnostics: lab-on-a-chip.
With this technology substances in
the blood can quite easily be
drawn into the chip, where microscopic channels are used for
division and detection. The
volume in which the chip takes
measurements is only a couple of
picolitres (one picolitre is one billionth of a litre). One of the future
uses of the lab-on-a-chip will be to
measure lithium levels in the
blood of bipolar disorder patients.
Lithium is a medicine for them
and maintaining the right blood
levels is very important. The test
is compact and, like the blood sugar test for diabetics, can be car-

ried out by the patients themselves.
0$57,(1&2+(1678$57
Discussions about the risks of nanotechnology often focus on environmental pollution or undesirable exposure to nanoparticles, says
Eijkel. According to the researcher,
these debates should accompany
the development of nanotechnology. ‘That discussion about the consequences for society should actually be conducted much more intensively. It is not just a matter of
particles, but also of health care
and the relationship between doctor and patient. The implications
are not of course unique to nanotechnology. So I prefer not to talk

about impact or the broad implications of nanotechnology. Whether
you see it as risky partly depends
on the value you place on it.’
The other guest at this Science
Café is Wageningen professor Martien Cohen Stuart, who will give an
overview of the basic principles of
nanotechnology. His research
group, Physical Chemistry and Colloid Science, does research on soft
matter such as gels and foams and
the accumulation of macromolecules in living cells. $YW+
Science Café Wageningen, 25 October at 20.00 in café Loburg
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*RWVRPHWKLQJWRVD\WRR"Email your views to resource@wur.nl

21(,1$0,//,21
Wageningen UR has a new website and a new domain.
It looks snazzy and we ﬁnally have a search engine that
actually gets useful results, but it did cost a million
euros. Resource asks the public what it thinks.
The new appearance doesn’t seem to arouse very
strong opinions. ‘The layout reminds me a bit of the
new Windows phone,’ says 606. 2OGVFKRRO suspects
the site is mainly designed for tablets and smartphones. ‘You can scroll down such a long way.’ (GJDU9RV
(stubbornly avoiding the use of any borrowed English
IT terms in his contribution): ‘The new website is better for ageing eyes. Some language versions take
fooorrr eeevvveeerrrr to load.’ While the new look
may not be controversial, people are far from happy
with the cost. ‘More than a million!!?!?! That makes
me furious!’ says 3DWULFN-DQVVHQ. There must be a
nerd somewhere among the students willing to build a
website like that for a crate of beer? 0DWWKLMV agrees:
‘For a million, I want a website with a complementary
book voucher worth 990,000 euros.’

5,36/2:678'(17),1(

ILLUSTRATIE: ESTHER BROUWER

Students hate the slow student ﬁne, which was dumped
before being introduced and is now oﬃcially abolished.
This led to the death sentence for the basic grant. Student councils at specialist universities are already
asking for exceptions to be made to safeguard the
popularity of technical studies.
No basic grant? All of a sudden the
ﬁne doesn’t sound so bad. ‘Yes, in
that case a slow student ﬁne could be
the fairer option,’ says &KULV. ‘Lengthy
users pay more than students who
graduate nicely on time.’ He thinks
they are too quick to plead for exceptions anyway: why should technical
studies have more rights than medicine, for instance? &KULV: ‘Although I am
in favour of encouraging science studies. But it’s going a bit far to donate

the ﬁfth year as a gift.’ .HHV doesn’t understand all
the criticism; it is easy to think up a fair rule: ‘It’s a
simple sum: As far as I’m concerned, everyone should
borrow for four years and the rest of the oﬃcial period is a gift.’ This is followed by a long comment by
0HULMQ.QLEEH. Having examined various government
documents, he is worried about the future of student
debt. ‘It was just like the Swindle and Cheat department of the DSB bank.’ Large student debt is a bad
idea as young people end up encumbered with debt at
a diﬃcult phase in their lives. Anyway, the Netherlands already has a mountain of debt. In short: ‘An
end to that neo-Liberal borrow-borrow-borrow litany!’

$76,;(6$1'6(9(16
Hurrah, it’s the ranking season. The PR department’s
quants can get busy searching for rankings we happen
to do well in. For example - best life sciences university
starting with a W. This year we start with Dutch weekly
Elsevier’s special education issue.
The debate starts with a nuance: ‘Dozens of lists
appear every year with ranks; sometimes Wageningen
scores well, sometimes not so well. If we head the
list, Communications shouts the news from the rooftops. Then the lists are “reputable”,’ says &DOLPHUR.
‘If we’re at the bottom, there’s something wrong with
the list. When are we going to grow up?’ -DQ6WHHQ
immediately starts a detailed discussion with Resource editor 5RE*RRVVHQV, who explains Elsevier’s baﬄing methodology. But it turns out
-DQ6WHHQ has already been grappling with
the university’s data: ‘The only conclusion
I can draw based on the scores is that 17
of our 19 Bachelor’s programmes score
above the average for all programmes.’ /HQQHNH9DDQGHOGUDJHU ends the
debate with an entirely altruistic suggestion: ‘New heading for this report:
students very satisﬁed with Health
Studies in Wageningen!’ We are on to
it, Lenneke.
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Big bad wolf?
Farmers fear its arrival. Members of the public ﬁnd the prospect quite exciting.
And nature lovers cannot wait for the day the wolf ﬁnally moves into Dutch
territory. One way or the other, the wolf appeals to everyone’s imagination. At
the government’s request, Alterra researchers are setting the record straight on
a number of points. Ten questions and answers on Canis lupus.
tekst: Roelof Kleis / foto: Hugh Jansman, Alterra

A

re they coming or are they not?
A deﬁnite ‘yes’ from Geert Groot Bruinderink, author
of The arrival of the wolf (Canis Lupus) in the Netherlands. ‘If
the current trend continues, it is very likely that the wolf
will turn up in the Netherlands.’ The trend he refers to is
the speed at which the wolf has moved towards the Netherlands from eastern Germany since 2000. The estimated 11
packs of German wolves (100 individual animals) originally lived in the Lausitz region of the German states of
Saxony and Brandenburg. This is a little less than 600 kilometres from the Dutch border. Meanwhile, the wolves
have advanced to about 300 kilometres away – a distance
that is peanuts to a wolf. Young wolves in search of new
territory can easily cover hundreds of kilometres, unimpeded by obstacles such as highways. So the experts think
the wolf will certainly reach the Netherlands. The real
question is whether it will stay.

W

ill the wolf be a long-term resident?
Opinions differ on this one. According to Groot
Bruinderink, the chances of the wolf staying long are
small. To establish a pack you need a male and a female,
and they need to survive long enough to reproduce. Groot
Bruinderink does not think they will easily manage that in
the Netherlands, which is simply too crowded. The only
areas where the wolf would stand any chance of establishing itself would be the border areas of Groningen, Drenthe and Limburg. Meanwhile, model calculations done by
MSc student Astrid Potiek under the supervision of Wieger Wamelink and Frank Langevelde suggest that the wolf
may well come to stay.

H

ow many wolves can the Netherlands cope with?
That depends how you look at it. A pack of seven wolves needs a minimum continuous territory of 125 square
kilometres. On this basis, Alterra’s study (Potential for
Grey Wolves in the Netherlands) suggests that the country

could host as many as 300 wolves. And that is not without
taking the wildlife crossings into account. ‘If you include
those – the 20 that are already established and the 20 that
are planned – then you arrive at 450 wolves,’ says researcher Wieger Wamelink. ‘But in practice there will never be
that many,’ he adds reassuringly. Using population dynamics models we end up with a stable ﬁgure of 50 wolves.’
However, Wamelink’s colleague Groot Bruinderink sets
little store by these kinds of calculation. ‘I wouldn’t risk
any ﬁrm statements about numbers at all. It depends on
too many variables, and these sorts of models are hardly
applicable at all in practice. Let the wolf decide. And I
wouldn’t think in terms of numbers of wolves but in
packs, for example one in the north, one on the Veluwe
and one in Limburg.’

I

s the wolf dangerous?
The chances of you or me coming face to face with a
wolf, once they are in the country, are practically nil. Wolves are very shy creatures, and it is important that they stay
that way, according to Groot Bruinderink. ‘Above all, you
mustn’t give them the chance to lose their shyness. You
see that happening with the wild boar on the Veluwe. They
are getting used to human behaviour and are becoming
less timid. And then things can get dangerous. We call this
habituation. People and wolves must stay out of each
other’s way.’

H

ow do you recognize a wolf if you do meet one?
Wolves look like large dogs, although their bodies
and legs are longer and their heads are bigger. Their foreheads are broader and their ears are relatively short. And
their eyes are slightly slanted. Yet the experts say it is really
difﬁcult to distinguish a wolf from a large dog. There have
been several reported sightings of wolves in the Netherlands in recent years. The last one came from Wageningen
PhD student Lennart Suselbeek, who thought he saw two
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Less highly educated Dutch people fear wolves the most.

wolves in the forest between Ede and Wolf(!)heze last
December. Evidence is lacking though.

A

re we afraid of the (big bad) wolf?
The wolf gets a bad press in many a fairy tale. But who
believes in fairy tales? The last wolf was spotted in the
country in Limburg in 1897. And we are no longer so afraid
of wolves, according to a study by Intomart. Almost half
the Dutch (45 percent) say the wolf is welcome. One quarter are neutral on the matter and one third are against an
inﬂux of wolves. Most people would like to see a wolf in
the wild and only one third ﬁnd the idea (very) scary. So the
Red Riding Hood syndrome does not seem too much of a
problem.

W

hat do wolves eat?
The ﬁrst wolves in the country will mainly target
sheep. ‘Easy food,’ says Groot Bruinderink. ‘The pioneers
of a new population mainly target easy prey. Anywhere
where new predators turn up they seem to be very interested in sheep at ﬁrst. Only later do they transfer their interest to hoofed animals such as deer and wild boar.’ And
wolves are very pragmatic creatures who will adapt their
menu to what is on offer.

H

ow much do wolves eat in fact?
An adult wolf eats 35 to 45 deer per year and 50 to 80
wild boars. Obelix cannot compete with that. But our
Dutch countryside can easily absorb that level of consumption. Based on the rule of thumb of one wolf per 100
hoofed animals, Groot Bruinderink thinks the Veluwe
could host 120 wolves. So food is not the limiting factor.

H

ow should we prepare for the wolf’s arrival?
Groot Bruinderink has advised the Dutch parliament
that the wolf should be placed on the list of protected species. There is also a need for a wolf plan making arrangements for such things as compensation for damage,
gathering expertise and keeping the public informed. The
ﬁrst wolf to establish itself in the country will be ﬁtted
with a transmitter so that scientists can closely monitor
where it hangs out. Openness is crucial, says Groot Bruinderink. For this reason he would like to see a wolf ombudsman, an independent oracle on all matters concerning
wolves.

W

ill the Dutch countryside beneﬁt from the presence
of wolves?
‘Something that is missing in the Netherlands is a top predator,’ says Wamelink. ‘If the wolf comes we’ll have one. I
think nature will then start to develop in new ways. For
example, the large grazers start to behave quite differently
when there are wolves around. Wild boar and deer will not
so readily show up in open spaces and their grazing patterns will change. This will lead to greater variation in the
vegetation. The wolf could help create a new ecological
balance. I therefore see the wolf more as an opportunity
than as a problem.’ It will make things a lot more exciting,
predicts Groot Bruinderink. ‘Of course the arrival of the
wolf would be the crowning achievement of nature conservation. It would make the ecosystem more complete.’
But you cannot call it a natural balance, in his view. After
all, humans decide to what extent they want to live side by
side with the wolf. ‘It will always be a derivative of a natural
balance. It is more of a social balance.’
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Wageningen prof is
still male
The proportion of women professors at Wageningen is still less than one in ten. There
is a taboo on using positive discrimination to change this, but other approaches do not
seem to be working. ‘It is possible at other universities, so why not here?’
text: Linda van der Nat and Rob Ramaker / illustration: Pascal Tieman

‘T

his is getting us nowhere!’ It was with this cry of
frustration that 30 Wageningen scientists responded in an open letter to the news that the proportion of women professors at Wageningen is
still lagging behind. According to the female professor monitor that comes out on 11 October, only 9 percent of Wageningen’s full professors are women. The national average is 15 percent. And this year, if nothing is
done, Wageningen UR will even bring up the rear nationally, as several women professors are retiring.
One thing is clear: the underrepresentation of women
in high positions is not for want of talent but because of
what is called a ‘leaky pipeline’.
Sixty two percent of Wageningen students are women.
Among the PhD students 56 percent are women. But as

THE LEAKY PIPELINE
Promotions of women to
higher academic posts are
at a standstill, whereas
the inﬂux of talented
women has grown considerably in recent years.
What is the reason for this
‘leaky pipeline’? In her
2011 report Professorial
appointments in the Netherlands (m/f), Marieke van
den Brink focuses on
appointment procedures,
which do not seem always
to be transparent. Talent
scouting, for example,
usually goes on within the
network of the (male) committee members. Commit-

tees do not stick to protocols and they are not
accountable enough.
Lastly, strict appointment
criteria make for subjective assessments. Since
hardly any candidates can
meet all the requirements
(anyone who did would be
a walking miracle), individual qualities are weighed
up against each other. In
this process there is scope
for implicit value judgments (and prejudices)
about the competence and
role of women.
How women in top positions are seen, even in

2012, was revealed by a
Yale publication in PNAS
last August. Researchers
got professors to give
feedback on the same
application letter with
either a woman’s name or
a man’s at the top of it. On
average they assessed the
‘female’ applicants as less
competent and less interesting, and they gave
them a starting salary that
was thousands of dollars
lower. This skewed perspective was shared, incidentally, by male and
female professors alike.

you climb the academic ladder, the proportion of women
drops with every rung. The biggest bottleneck occurs
between the position of assistant professor and associate
professor, where the proportion of women suddenly halves. The number of female candidates for a full chair is
therefore limited.
PROMOTIONS
Professor of Meteorology Bert Holtslag notices this in
application procedures. ‘I have been on several appointment committees for professors, ’ he says. ‘And every time
we had few women candidates.’ Other Wageningen professors conﬁrm this picture.
Wageningen is not the only university that struggles to
correct the skewed gender balance at the top of the scientiﬁc tree. All the Dutch universities are below the European
average. But while the emancipation process stagnates in
Wageningen, other Dutch universities are tacking the issue
proactively.
The Radboud University in Nijmegen is one such university. There, according to VSNU ﬁgures, the number of
women professors has gone up over the past ﬁve years from
15 to 21 percent. And the number of associate professors
went up from 19 to 27 percent. The secret? ‘Hard agreements,’ says Anton Franken, vice chair of the Nijmegen
executive board and former Wageningen researcher. ‘On
the board we decided that one in four of all the professors
appointed must be a woman. And we try to stick to that as
closely as possible.’
In 2007, after a stiff talking-to by the then board chair,
the Radboud university pulled out all the stops on gender
policy. Franken: ‘An action plan was drawn up, there were
grants and ﬁnancial incentives for talented women researchers, lecturers and postdocs.’ Franken is also proud of a
mentoring and coaching programme which linked women
with experienced researchers or deans.
According to Franken, the response in the university
has been largely positive. ‘The only signal I am getting is
that people think men should get these opportunities too.
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They are right about that, but right now we have got some
catching up to do. It is not men’s turn just yet.’
TARGET FIGURES
In 2008 in Wageningen a sounding board committee
pondered ways of increasing diversity in the university.
One of the committee’s proposals was to establish a target of 30 percent for promotions of women and for the
make-up of appointments and applications committees.
Martin Scholten, now director of the Animal Sciences
Group, chaired this committee and noticed that the
establishment of target ﬁgures raised particular resistance. ‘It is associated with positive discrimination:
something the executive board is strongly opposed
to.’ But Scholten sees the recommendation as intended to streamline promotions between scales better.
‘Once 30 percent of assistant professors are women, the
proportion getting promoted beyond that ought to be just
as big. That has nothing to do with positive discrimination.’
Target ﬁgures are indeed undesirable, says rector Martin Kropff. ‘You have to avoid a situation in which you
make strange decisions about appointments just
because you’ve got targets. Quality must come
ﬁrst.’ Nevertheless, he emphasizes that Wageningen really does want more women at the top.
After the Scholten report, three steps were
taken, Kropff explains. ‘On every appointment
committee we now have two women and the
committees actively look for women candidates.’ He also believes a lot of attention is
paid to female talent within the tenure track
programme and when a personal professor
is appointed.
But these are cosmetic measures, says
Ellis Hofﬂand, herself a personal pro-

fessor and one of the initiators of the open letter. Personal
professors do not have their own chair groups and therefore wield less inﬂuence. She also claims that tenure track
suffers from a glass ceiling. Kropff has indicated that he
would be happy to enter into a discussion about this with
Hofﬂand and other critics.
SPECIFIC ATTENTION
Fortunately not all the Wageningen statistics tell a tale of
gloom and doom. For instance, the proportion of women
assistant professors has grown in the past ﬁve years from
25 to 31 percent, while the proportion of associate professors has grown from 14 to 16 percent. Scholten sees some
glimmers of light too. ‘The glass ceiling is already one
salary scale higher. And women are well represented in
talent programmes such as tenure track at the university and the Talent Development Programme at
DLO.’The number of women being appointed to
line management posts in DLO is rising too.
However, Scholten still does not think
Wageningen is following through on the
policy enough. ‘Our recommendations
may have been adopted but they are
not really anchored in stafﬁng
policy.’ Nor is Hofﬂand very
impressed by the level of proactivity or the policy at Wageningen.
‘Nothing has been done with the
Scholten report,’ she says, ‘and we’ve
got enough reports and analyses by
now anyway. It is now time for action on
a strong policy. The existing policy is
really inadequate.’ What it takes, says Hoffman, is guts. ‘It is possible at other universities, so why not here?’
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SUSTAINABILITY
IN THE PICTURE

From top left clockwise: Works bike: Peter van Egmond (Facilities and Services, Lelystad);
Sustainable student transport: Marjolein Verheijen (Administrator Facilities and Services);
Life: Maxime Gelens (student); Action over a windy ASG: Andy van der Tier (CVI, Lelystad);
Arboretum Belmonte: Antonio Valente (ICT Facilities and Services)

What does sustainability
in the workplace look
like? A few dozen students and staﬀ members
snapped their own answers for Sustainability
Day. There were lots of
nature photos, bicycles,
solar panels and wind
turbines. The winner was
Peter van Egmond
(Facilities and Services,
Lelystad), who used his
‘works bike’ to encourage
colleagues to come to
work by bike more often.
The editors’ choice on
RK
these pages.
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To and fro
Packed trains and buses bear witness to the increasing number of
Wageningen students who commute between home and university.
Travelling times of three to four hours are not exceptional. Who are
these new commuters and why are they doing it?
text: Albert Sikkema and Stijn van Gils / photo: Bart de Gouw

S

even thirty on a weekday morning and you
have to ﬁght for a place on the 88 bus to the
Wageningen campus. Per hour there are six
of these extra-long articulated buses with the
capacity to carry over 100 passengers. And it is
not enough, as everyone who depends on this
service is aware by now. Bus company Syntus sees the problem too and will soon be providing eight buses an hour.
What the company particularly notices, says a Syntus
spokesman, is that there are more students on the busses
throughout the day. ‘We only used to get a peak around
class times.’
PRESSURE ON THE ACCOMMODATION MARKET
Bus line 88 is indicative of the growing use of public transport by students. Where does this trend spring from? A
glance at the statistics quickly reveals the underlying
cause: over the past ﬁve years the number of ﬁrst-years has
grown by over 70 percent, while the number of rooms available from housing provider Idealis remained more or less
the same. So although the number or private rooms available did increase somewhat over this period, the pressure
on the student accommodation market went on building
up. This is clear on the trains and buses bringing people to
the campus in the ﬁrst few months of the academic year.
CLEAR CUTOFF POINT
But there are other reasons contributing to this as well.
Some students opt to stay at home for ﬁnancial reasons,
playing it safe in anticipation of the threatened scrapping
of the basic grant for all Dutch students. In the words of
one of the commuters featured here: ‘If I leave home I

The increase in numbers of
ﬁrst-years students (green)
and in the number of Idealis
rooms (red) compared to 5
years ago (100%).

won’t have all the travelling time but that will be cancelled
out by the hours I’ll have to work to pay the rent.’
There is also a new group as a result of the newly introduced clear cutoff point between Bachelor’s and Master’s
programmes. More and more Dutch students are now
doing their Bachelor’s degree at one university and their

Some students opt to stay
at home for ﬁnancial reasons
Master’s at another. They do not always want to leave their
room and friends behind, so they commute. This group is
still small but is expected to grow in the years to come.
Lastly, there are the traditional commuters: students who
prefer to go on living at home for a while, whether for the
sake of their part-time job, their sports club or their
mother’s culinary skills. Regardless of the inconvenience
of the journey.

>>
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‘I make good
use of my time’
Billy Scaf
Commuting time: 3.5
hours per day
First-year, MSc Animal
Sciences
‘I travel up and down
every day from Den
Bosch, where I studied at the HAS. The
connection between
Den Bosch and Wageningen is not good. You can go via Arnhem or Utrecht but either way it takes an hour and
three quarters. I commute on average four days a week. To be on
time for my 9.30 class I have to get up at a quarter to six. I put my
three and a half hours of commuting time a day to good use by
reading articles on the train. But it is not ideal. I would really like
a room in Wageningen but then I would want to live independently. I registered with Idealis on 2 January 2012 and now I am
ninth on the waiting list so I hope to get a room within four
weeks.

‘I am only here
to get my degree’
Denise Jacobs
Commuting time: 3 hours
per day
First-year, MSc Facility
Management:
‘I live in Rotterdam and I
deliberately chose Wageningen because the
p r o gramme
here follows on
well after my applied
science Bachelor’s. The travelling suits me ﬁne, though it
took some getting use to. I’ve hardly
ever been delayed. My classes usually start at
9.30 and I am home around 3 o’clock, but sometimes I have to
be on the train by 5 past 6. I travel about three hours a day. I can
study during that time. I read an article or do my maths on the
train. It was a conscious choice. Living in Wageningen was not
an option, since I had just started living together with my partner. I didn’t come to Wageningen for the student life; I am just
here to get my degree in two years and then I will look for a job.’

‘There are 50 in the queue before me’
Sophie Zwartsenberg
Commuting time: 3.5 hours
First-year MSc Biology
‘I live with my parents in Deventer. It takes an hour and a half to
Wageningen, depending on the connection. I am pretty fed up
with it. My timetable for the ﬁrst period is not very friendly
either, as I have classes from 8.30 to 5.15, ﬁve days a week.
I get up at 5.30 in the morning and I get home at 7.30 in
the evening. It is very tiring, and I don’t have time
for homework in the evening as I just want to go
to bed. It is quite hard to get much studying
done on the train because I have to change
three times. I can’t ﬁnd a room in
Wageningen. I have registered with
Idealis but there are 50 in the
queue before me. I only started
looking in the summer holiday
because it was only then that I knew
for sure I could come to Wageningen. I
did Applied Biology in Den Bosch and I
had to pass a test to be admitted to the Master’s. Now there are very few rooms left. I should
really get together with fellow students in student
houses but in the evenings I am at home in Deventer. It
is hard to look for a room while you are commuting. I
hope I ﬁnd a room before the winter.’
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‘I need the
money’
Nick Lettink
Commuting
time:
2.5 hours per day
Second-year,
MSc
Facility Management:
‘I live in Doetinchem.
My alarm goes off at 6
o’clock three days a
week. The journey takes
me an hour and a quarter by train and bus, if there are no
delays. If trains run very late, the connection between Doetinchem and Arnhem is a disaster. But there is no alternative. I don’t want to live in Wageningen. I am doing a twoyear Master’s and I am already in the second year so I have
less than a year to go. I have a very good part-time job at a
printer’s in Doetinchem. I couldn’t have found a better
job and I really need the money as I don’t get any grant
now I’ve been studying for six years. I didn’t choose to
study in Wageningen for the student life. When I go out, I
go to Nijmegen or Arnhem.’

‘I don’t like
going out’
Marlou Brouwers
Commuting time:
3
hours per day
First-year, MSc Animal Sciences
‘I live with my parents in
Beers, just south of
Cuijk in east Brabant. It takes
one and a half hours
by train from Cuijk to Wageningen. Not
bad. Before this I
was at the HAS in Den Bosch and I commuted up and down.
You get used to it. I get up at 20 to 6 in the morning.
It is early, yes. I
am not looking for a room in Wageningen. Living away from home has
never appealed to me. I don’t miss student life, as I don’t like going out on
the town. I prefer just to meet up with friends. Anyway, it is expensive. If I got
fed up with commuting and wanted a room after all, I would have to work on
the side to pay the rent – and then you spend a lot of time on that. I go by
train. If I can’t handle that anymore I can always take my parents’ car. It is
much faster by car, takes about three quarters of an hour, but it is quite a bit
more expensive.’

‘The commuting is quite doable’

‘A smartphone is perfect on the journey’

Aster Boeschoten
Commuting time: 1 hour 40 minutes per day
First-year, BSc Forest and Nature Management:
‘The travelling is ﬁne. It takes me about 50 minutes a day from Driebergen. The connection is good, although I do have to get up early. I
usually leave at 5 past 7 and get back home about 6.30. Sometimes I try
and do some studying on the
train but often it doesn’t work
because it is such a short
trip. If I had a room of my
own I would probably
spend the same amount
of time on cooking
and things like that,
so I don’t have to
do it to save
time. But I
would still
prefer
to
have a
room of my own. I want to look
after myself and to experience
Wageningen student life. I
wouldn’t want to spend all my student years living at home. But on
the other hand, since the travelling
is quite doable I am not searching
very hard for a room.’

Jerry Gumbs
Commuting time: 3 hours per day
First-year, BSc Environmental Sciences:
‘I come from Curacao and I have a room in Arnhem. My room was arranged
for me by the Curacao student grant foundation and it is ﬁne. This is my ﬁrst
time in the Netherlands and in that situation it is not easy to look for a room
yourself. If I want to be at the university by 8.30 I have to leave the house an
hour and a half before that. I sleep on the way, or I ping, WAP, Facebook and
tweet with my friends. A smartphone is perfect on the journey.
When I go out I go to Nijmegen or I just stay in Arnhem. Perhaps I
miss out on the student life in Wageningen. I would
actually quite like to join a student society but I am afraid of that
taking time away from my
sport – basketball. I train three
times a week at a club in Wageningen. Swap basketball for a
student society? Never! Perhaps I will have second
thoughts at some point and
want move to Wageningen
after all. In case that happens I
have registered with Idealis.
But this year I shall deﬁnitely
stay in Arnhem.’
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Happy with wageningenur.nl?
The new website www.wageningenur.nl was launched on 25 September.
Although the ﬁnishing touches are still being put to it behind the scenes, we
want to know what people’s ﬁrst impressions are. Good move, a new site?
text: Nicolette Meerstadt / illustration : iStock

Marjolein Pijnappels

with ﬁnding contacts, they are the main reason for me to
visit the site.’

Works at Alterra, specializes in Social
Media for Science
‘The site is very visually oriented, lots
of photos on the homepage, including very beautiful photos – really
gorgeous. Navigating is easy too; you
choose from one of three core businesses: education, research and expertise. That is an improvement on the old site, which had a very long menu
bar.
The site stands out from those of other universities too. This
homepage tempts you to go on clicking and get sidetracked. ‘How can we feed 9 billion people?’ - that is something you would like to know.
I also like the fact that there are contact people all over the
place, with a photo – even if it isn’t always the right person
yet. It is a pity the chair groups and institutes are less in focus and are harder to ﬁnd. Alterra’s institutes are no longer even separately featured on the website. Another point
for attention is integration with social media. The twitter
account is going well, so it should be possible to integrate
it into the site.’

Communication advisor with the
Dutch society for the protection of
birds
‘I think the new website is a big step
forward. No formal text-heavy look
anymore, but interesting topics presented attractively, yet with a logical,
simple search system based on the university’s main activities. What I like less is that you ﬁrst have to click on the
magnifying glass before you can ﬁll in a search word.
And then the layout of the blocks is a bit messy, I think.
A visitor just has to guess what the logic is. I can’t help
thinking there is less information available on the new site. When I look at it from the bird protection society’s
point of view, I deﬁnitely ﬁnd less information and it is also harder to ﬁnd reports and publications. But perhaps
that will come. An example: searching for limosa limosa
(the black-tailed godwit) I get 83 hits on the old site and 62
on the new one.’

Dionne Irving

Els Jansen

Science journalist with VMT magazine
for food professionals
‘For me it is important to be able to
ﬁnd the right person quickly – someone who can tell me more about a topic. It is not as easy to search for names and phone numbers on the new
site as it was on the old we@wur.wur.nl. But it still exists
behind the scenes, I have discovered.
Pity there isn’t an image bank with photos you can just
download from the website. Now I have to take additional
action– call or email the press ofﬁcer and then wait and
see how long it takes for the photo to be sent. There isn’t a
contact person for every research. Then I still have to go
looking for a ‘real’ person through my own network or
through the information ofﬁcer. I am happy with the clear
blocks of news and the agenda on the homepage. Along

Secretary of the Physics and
Chemistry of Food chair group
‘I was supposed to arrange the transition to the new website for our
chair group. To do that I went to a
meeting where the new system was
explained. But it was so complicated
it left me feeling dizzy. Then the university’s web editors
took over the work of our chair group and others, and that
was not a total success. Take the photo on our page for
example: we wanted a scientiﬁc picture, just as we had on
the old site. What we got was a box of sweets. What is more,
there is the name ‘Food Physics’ at the top of our page.
And that is not the ofﬁcial name of the group, so I doubt
whether we are ﬁndable now. A lot of things did go well of
course. All the old links have been checked and they are
right now. The agenda is nicely in the middle of the page

Chris van der Heijden
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and it looks nice again. But there are still lots of details to
improve. I shall have to ﬁnd out how to do that and it
remains to be seen how easy that will be.’

lowers the threshold is to get a member of staff to blog
about current projects. By responding I can then easily
make contact with that person.’

Roy Mierop

Esmee de Bloois

Management consultant with
Capgemini, often works with Alterra
‘From the homepage I go to expertise
and services. I immediately see beautiful pictures and testimonials about
Imares and the LEI, but not Alterra.
It really should be there with the
others. Then I start browsing - you do have a lot of nice
things on display. With this site you present yourself as an
expert and independent institute. It looks top notch, but it
could be faster. I would like to see what Alterra is working
on right now. Interest in green cities, for example. As a potential client, it is also nice to be able to see at a glance
who the other clients are – they are not visible all in one
place. If they were I could quickly see what sort of problems you have experience with and what kinds of target
groups you aim at. Are they like me? Something else that

Finishing High School in Zwartewaal,
choosing a university
‘The green drop-down menu with
BSc programmes is easy to ﬁnd.
Then I am on a super-clear site with a
big photo. There is a lot of useful information on it, like when the open
days are, for example. And the streetview is really nice! For
every Bachelor’s programme there is a coach who you can
ask questions to. And it tells you which jobs you can do
and what the admission requirements are. On the site of
Erasmus University, information to help me choose a programme is much harder to ﬁnd. I think Wageningen is a
very nice town, with nice people and interesting programmes. But I will probably go to Rotterdam anyway because I
really don’t want to leave home.’
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Students demand sustainable education
Students throughout the Netherlands are calling on their universities to integrate sustainability
into their educational programmes. On 10 October, Sustainability Day, they presented their
manifesto containing ten points.
‘We want to gain the knowledge
and skills to bring about a green
society,’ they write.
Wageningen MSc student Anneke
Rooth helped write the manifesto,
which comes from the sustainable
student organization Morgen [Tomorrow]. ‘About 20 students spent
an evening brainstorming,’ Rooth
explains. And this produced ‘a lot
of points’, which were eventually
whittled down to ten key issues.
The question is whether a manifesto of this kind is going to help?
Rooth thinks it will. ‘Before this I
did teacher training in Tilburg. If
you wanted to ﬁnd out more about
sustainability you had to work

A still from the
videoabout how
the manifesto was
drawn up.

hard. Looking for the right people,
searching on websites until you
found just that right link.’ This
could be improved on, and students should come across that information more as a matter of
course.
About 2500 students in the Ne-

therlands have signed the manifesto. The executive boards of 11 educational institutions have received
it ‘with enthusiasm’. Wageningen
is not among them yet, but Morgen
will be presented its manifesto here later. ‘You would think Wageningen was already sustainable,’

says Rooth. ‘But apparently this is
still a bridge too far.’ The executive
board believes the university already meets most of these demands but would be happy to meet
the Wageningen initiators of the
NM
manifesto.

THE TEN POINTS IN A NUTSHELL
1. Embed sustainability into the curriculum of
every degree programme.
2. Train teachers so that they can integrate
sustainability into their work.
3. Make the competency of ‘systems thinking’
an integral part of every programme.
4. Support students in initiatives, internships
or theses related to sustainability.
5. Create an interdisciplinary institute to work

and teach courses on a sustainable society.
6. Give a sustainability module in the ﬁrst year
which provides a basic knowledge of the principles of People, Planet and Proﬁt.
7. Pay attention to the history and the future of
your own subject area from the sustainability
perspective.
8. Make at least one of the main practical projects on each programme sustainable in focus.

9. Compare higher education institutes annually in terms of sustainable business management, education and research through an independently appointed committee.
10. Mention sustainability-related achievements on the degree certiﬁcates of students
who have demonstrably studied sustainable
NM
development in some depth.

Slow student ﬁne scrapped: students happy, uni annoyed
Students are ecstatic that they
are seeing the last of the slow
student ﬁne but the university
feels it has been played around
with.
‘This is fantastic news; ﬁnally they
are abandoning that awful measure,’ is the reaction of VeSte member Wouter Jan van Roosmalen.
‘Students have worked themselves
to the bone and got incredibly
worked up about the ﬁne and now

it turns out that was all for nothing.’
The university is less enamoured with the abolition, admits Simon Vink. ‘The slow student ﬁne
was linked to an efﬁciency cutback
in university funding of around
200 million euros. The idea was
that part of the cutback could be
redeemed through the Halbe levy
but there is no mention of that in
the interim agreement. We’ve probably simply lost that money.’

Vink says the way the politicians
have treated students and universities is ‘shabby, to put it mildly’.
‘We haven’t been taken seriously. I
think it is shocking that there have
been enough occasions when they
could have prevented this measure, both in the Lower House and
the Upper House, and now it is
being abolished without thinking
about how this should be done and
what is to take its place. It’s debatable whether the abolition is such

good news for students.’
VeSte is also worried. ‘On the
one hand we are over the moon
but on the other hand we know
they need something to replace
the slow student ﬁne in order to
make up the shortfall. We hope
the politicians have learnt their
lesson not to introduce measures
LvdN
too hastily.’
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Harold Hoiting not going to the UN
It was a tough moment for Wageningen student of Management,
Innovation and Life Sciences
Harold Hoiting. He thought he
had a reasonable chance of
becoming the youth representative to the United Nations but in
the end he did not make it to the
ﬁnal round.

PHOTO: GUY ACKERMANS

As youth representative, Harold
would have been invited to New
York to speak on behalf of young
people. Harold: ‘About 50 percent
of the world population is under
25. The other 50 percent decides
the future for us as young people.
That is strange. Young people are
full of good ideas and have loads of
solutions to the problems in the
world and in their countries. They
should be given the opportunity to
say what they think, in all sorts of
areas.’
Last week Harold was actively
campaigning in and around the
campus. ‘I campaigned for seven
days 24 hours a day. I promoted
myself on Facebook and Twitter, I
hung up posters in student houses,
talked to students in the lunch
hour in the Forum and went along
to parties. Partly to campaign and
also to relax a bit.’
Harold was competing with ﬁve
other ambitious candidates but he
thought his chances were pretty
strong. ‘I already have a lot of
experience. During my studies I

Dutch and South African youth on
how to solve the water problems in
Africa. Unfortunately it was not
enough.’

Harold Hoiting: ‘I campaigned for seven days, 24 hours a day.’

carried out international projects
and held presentations. I also went

to South Africa for a student
challenge to brainstorm with

‘ALL WE COULD’
Harold was beaten in the race by
Amsterdam student Martijn
Hagoort, and Rotterdam student
Anika Ruisch also still stands a
chance of getting to the UN in New
York. ‘I am a bit disappointed
although I did see it coming. I was
already behind at the interim
stage. I really wouldn’t want to
change places with Anika now,
though. Then I would have to face
the tension for another week. But
it is a pity. Luckily my brother
called me straight after I had been
phoned to say I hadn’t made it. He
had campaigned for me actively in
Groningen and he gave me the
feeling we had done everything we
could.’
But Harold is not the type to
give up easily. ‘I am a doer and I
know where I want to go. I will
keep going in the direction I have
started in. I am going to continue
organizing the masterclasses on
international collaboration
because I think it can help us
tackle global problems. I also hope
that later I can ﬁnd a project in
which I can involve young people
more in the water sector, because
that would relate nicely to my
degree subject.’ MvdH

Uni survey: 90 percent of students on Facebook
Almost all Wageningen UR ﬁrstyear BSc and MSc students are on
Facebook, and half of them check
their pages several times a day.
These facts have come out of a
university survey of social media
use among its students.
The questionnaire was ﬁlled in by
270 ﬁrst-year students (143 BSc
and 127 MSc students). Fifty eight

percent of these students own a
smartphone; last year that ﬁgure
stood at 35 percent. Most students
have a Samsung telephone.
Students do a lot of facebooking and tweeting. And it can be related to their studies, say 55 percent of the ﬁrst-years. Coursemates exchange information and
knowledge and teachers of Social
Psychology and Applied Commu-

nication make use of Facebook to
answer students’ questions.
SMARTPHONES
Students already make regular use
of Wageningen UR’s internet services. They consult EDUweb to check
their course documents, for instance (51 percent), and the timetable (46 percent). But they are not
very satisﬁed with it. The sites are

slow, not user-friendly or the layout of the pages is not suitable for
smartphones.
In August this year the university launched an app to make Blackboard accessible to students with a
smartphone. LvdN
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TEST

The University of Chicago has done
away with its compulsory swimming test. Students can now get
their degrees without having to
demonstrate that they can swim
four lengths without drowning.
Pity. Traditions are there to be cherished. An idea for Wageningen! An
annual Cooper Test for BSc students, treading water for MSc students and as the ultimate test of
academic skill: juggling for PhD
students.

BALLS
Castrated men live longer than the
rest, say Korean researchers in
Current Biology. They compared
the lifespans of 81 Korean boys
living at court between 1392 and
1910 with those of non-castrated
men at the court. The eunuchs
lived an average of 17 years longer
than the aristocrats who still had
all their bits. So gentlemen, now
you know the secret of longevity.

Ceres: fewest applications but most new members
Of the three largest student
societies, Ceres has managed the
biggest haul of new members.
The student club had 142 applications after the Annual Introduction Days, and now 131 of
these students have joined as
active members.
KSV Franciscus had the most applications, 172, but ended up with
126 new members. The counter
stopped at 109 for SSR-W (153 applications). A drop-out rate of 25 to
30 percent is normal for all the societies, says Robbert Hoeboer at
KSV. ‘To start with, you always get
some no-shows who don’t even
turn up to the intro. They may have
applied for several societies and
eventually decide on only one in-

tro. Some decide not to join a student society at all.’
Floor Dieleman, Ceres vice-president, conﬁrms that there are al-

Marlies Bos (the left-wing ﬂuﬀy type) and Jillis Herweijer (the right-wing Hooray Henry type)
rarely see eye to eye on matters of politics, the environment or student life.

FOR AND AGAINST
Proposition: Latecomers should not be allowed
in to lectures and exams
MARLIES: My brother tells stories about lecturers
who lock the door when they are ready to start (in
Amsterdam). The same thing must happen at other
universities. But here I can recall few lectures where
no one arrived late. Even the lecturer. Of course, it
is annoying for others, but to lock the door in response? I think that is a massive overreaction. And
there is a good chance it wasn’t the person’s own
fault. Who wants to have to study again for a resit
because of a bicycle puncture? And public transport
to Wageningen is not always great. I know that often it is your own fault, but I think measures like
this are ridiculous. And very un-Wageningen. Let’s
keep our relaxed attitude.

TEXT ‘COW READY’
‘Ready,’ a Swiss cow texts her farmer when she comes in heat. No
time to lose then. The apparatus is
a sensor in the cow’s genitals combined with a movement sensor. A
cow in heat is a restless cow. If it
works the apparatus will be marketed. Useful for humans too?

ways people who cancel their application. ‘We usually have a similar drop-out rate. But this year we
managed to keep the number of
people joining close to the number of applications. Of course we
are very pleased with this. It
seems we informed the new
members properly beforehand
about what exactly is involved in
being a member of a society.’
These social clubs are doing
well compared with previous
years. The number of applications for the ‘big three’ grew from
375 to 468 despite the slow student ﬁne (still in effect then) and
the threat of the basic grant being
abolished. LvdN

JILLIS RESPONDS: It is a shame you let your own ‘relaxed attitude’ take precedence over the way a lecture is supposed to proceed. Try asking lecturers
what they think and you will learn how hugely irritating it is. The same goes for many students who make the effort to be on time only to be disturbed by
someone behaving oh so relaxed..

PHOTO’S: BART DE GOUW

DID YOU KNOW…
That Inter Milan was set up by a
Wageninger? Francois Knoote was
a talented footballer with GVC student club around 1900. It’s all in a
long story (Agriculturalists take
over the world) in football magazine VI. Another gem: the same
Knoote made his name as a singer
with the Metropolitan Opera in
New York. Read the story.

JILLIS: Everyone is familiar with the phenomenon:
the lecture has already started and people are still
dribbling in for at least the ﬁrst 10 minutes. It is immensely disruptive for both the lecturer and students. And if it stops after 10 minutes, you are lucky! Often people arrive much later. That is why I’m
in favour of the lecturer locking the door when the
lecture begins. It is extremely childish but necessary, unfortunately. Many students themselves are evidently so childish that they cannot arrive on time. It
should be introduced for exams as well. The fact
that fewer students are late for exams shows that it
is a question of mentality. It shows that you have to
compel people to be on time. Otherwise some people will carry on their lazy habits.
MARLIES RESPONDS: Personally I do not think it is
so bad and I know few people who are as irritated
by it as you are suggesting. In my experience it resolves itself if you simply point it out to the person.
Locking doors smacks of using a sledge hammer to
crack a walnut, if you ask me.
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POPRONDE Up-and-coming Dutch pop talents can gain experience
and make a name for themselves with a broad audience at the annual
Popronde in Wageningen. On Thursday 4 October about 30 bands
gave short free performances in 13 diﬀerent Wageningen pubs. Trio la
Corneille, with Wageningen student Hans Vermunt on the keyboard,

captivated an audience of more than 200 people in the Bblthk (town
library) to lovely soft versions of songs such as ‘Young Boy’ and ‘Lonely and Strange’. This Saturday they will be the opening act for Angus
NM, photo Emma Teuling
Stone in Tivoli.

AND THE BEST SOIL DRILLERS ARE…VEGETARIAN WOMEN
How did you get the idea of soil drilling?
‘All our team members live at Seven Up, the vegetarian
student house near the centre. A house team has been
taking part for the past ﬁve years or so. This is the ﬁrst
time that we have won.’

Who? Eva Romviel
What? First-year International
Development Studies
Why? She and her housemates
won the Soil Drilling Student
Championship organized
by Pyrus

How do you go about it?
‘The best strategy is not to drill for too long. Just a
couple of turns and then lift the soil out, otherwise it
gets stuck. And good teamwork. Two team members
drilled; another person and I got the clay out. This
year it was real soil-drilling weather, with a lot of rain
and mud. A lot of mud. By the end of it my trousers
and shoes were twice as black. Getting really dirty is
part of the fun.’

But a soil drilling championship, just how serious is
that?
‘Not at all, for us at least. On the day itself we were
like, “Hey guys, we have to drill this evening!” “Oh
yeah, it’s tonight!” It was my ﬁrst time. When it came
to it, I stood there thinking, what are we are supposed
to do?’
And yet you won …
‘We’re as surprised as you are. But I think the secret
was our underdog position. Our team is almost all
girls, and for soil drilling you’re more likely to think of
strong men. So we were totally underestimated. A couple of lads, guys with huge arms, wished us good luck,
dripping with sarcasm, as if to say, you lot don’t stand
a chance.’ JB
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>> CULT
What? An attempt on
the world record for
tree hugging
Where? At the Doornse
Gat sports grounds in
Doorn
When? Saturday
13 October, 14.00 hrs
Dress code? Goat’s
wool socks and sandals

Tree hugging
Hippies, yoghurt-eating tree huggers, the socks & sandals brigade… it is a long time since we associated these sorts of epithets
with Wageningen students. And now for anyone who regrets
this, there is the perfect outing. On Saturday 13 October an attempt will be made to get into the Guinness Book of Records
with a world record for tree hugging. The spectacle starts at
14.00 hours in Doorn, near Utrecht. There will be all sorts of
games for children too.
The event seems to aim primarily at interesting children in nature, but the young at heart of any age are also welcome. And
why not, after all? Who wouldn’t want to wrap their arms
around an old friend who withstands wind and weather and
whose battered bark feels so lovely against your cheek? Ahem.
Afterwards you can enjoy a pleasant walk in the wooded ridge
that runs through Utrecht province. You can also pay a visit to
Doorn’s stately home, where the German Kaiser Wilhelm II
spent his last days in exile after World War I. Be on time; the
museum closes at 17.00. RR
PHOTO: INFEDELIC

>> THE WORKS
PINING FOR ITALY
Who? Evelien Kooij
What? The role of pheromones in the mating behaviour of
Morpho peleides males
Where? Where? In the butterﬂy garden in Padua, northern
Italy
‘I miss Italy. During my internship I didn’t once feel homesick
for Holland, although you do miss your friends of course. But
now I am constantly pining for the Italian way of life and I want
to get back the feeling I had there. True, the strong espresso and
the hot lunch took some getting used to, but now I don’t want it
any other way. In Italy I felt like a real Italian, well and truly integrated.
When my sister-in-law and parents came to visit we were treated like
tourists in a restaurant. I didn’t like that at all. “I live here! Give me the
Italian menu!”
During my internship I studied the Morpho butterﬂy in the covered
greenhouses in the Montegrotte butterﬂy garden. We know the butterﬂy’s beautiful blue colour contributes something to its mating behaviour but very little is known about the pheromones for attracting a female. So I made some observations with the aim of studying the behaviour
of the male butterﬂy. I also cut open dead butterﬂies in order to look at
the organs.
Two days a week I only had Italian colleagues who couldn’t speak any
English. At ﬁrst I had to ask them three times what they meant but I
practiced hard and at some point I started to be able to join in the chat

at the breaks
as well. It was an added beneﬁt of my internship that not everyone spoke English. It made it more special.
I was living in a bad neighbourhood. From my bedroom window I could
see guys masturbating, someone breaking into a car and a junk
injecting herself in the groin. But luckily there was a fence around my
house which meant I always felt safe. There were people to look out for
me too. The shopkeepers on the street knew me, the only blonde, and
my housemates would check whether I had come home. I was part of
the community and completely in my element. Luckily I get to go back
in November to attend an international butterﬂy conference where I
SO
will present my results and hope to do a bit of networking.’
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announcements
announcements for and by students
and staﬀ. Send no more than 75
words to resource@wur.nl, with
‘Announcement’ as subject, on the
Thursday before publication.

EMMA <<
Over and Out
Breaking News - the last ‘Original’ is leaving Ede. The
Prins Maurits Kazerne’s longest resident is packing her kit
and beginning a new adventure.
I have realized, it is time to settle in a more stable environment, closer to the Forum, where people may actually stay
longer than an average summer holiday.
Finding a new place would, I thought, be relatively easy.
How wrong was I? Not only was it difﬁcult to ﬁnd a room
but also to deal with the emotional battle of my two mind
sets: to stay and make the most of Ede’s lovely facilities or
to leave and hope to form longer friendships.
Finally, when I decided to move, I visited a few of the housing options. Tiny kitchens, messy occupants and questionable corridor smells brought me straight back down to
earth. Nothing was even comparable to what I was used
to…
I brieﬂy tried to explore the private market. A potential
landlady put me right off the idea. By telling me quite
bluntly that she did not want only international students in
the house. This attitude not only shocked me, as it was
rather un-Dutch, but it also suggested she may not be reasonable.
After receiving an offer in the Bennekom student housing
complex, I visited the place and was delighted to see it
seemed exactly what I was looking for. Plus, apparently, I
have my own washbasin, nice touch!
So, Ede’s remaining soldier must leave for her new up-market accommodation. Indeed, promotion may be on the horizon, as only an ofﬁcer would be allowed their own sink. I
have actually realized quite how excited I am about moving,
if only I could work out how to do it on one foot as the other
Emma Holmes
is still heavily strapped. Darn war wounds!

Community with Spirit
KNHM is organizing the Community
with Spirit competition. If you
have ideas about how to improve
your local community, you can
submit your project up to 30
November. Local resident groups
can enter the Community with
Spirit competition where they have
a year in which to put their idea
into practice. If they manage this,
they will get the title Community
with Spirit and 1000 euros. In
addition, the best project in every
province gets the trophy and an
additional prize of 1500 euros.
Trophy winners are entered for the
national title ‘Best Community
with Spirit in the Netherlands!’ and
can win more prizes.
SUBMISSIONS VIA WWW.KERNMETPIT.NL

InnoWater Symposium
We want to inspire you to think in
terms of solutions instead of
problems, by showing a wide
range of innovations in the water
sector. In the morning, prominent
speakers in the sector will give an
overview of current issues in the
water sector. Furthermore, they
will stress the necessity of
innovations to solve these
problems. In the afternoon, there
is the possibility to participate in
workshops about all kind of
innovations in the ﬁeld of water:
Pee for Power, HydroCities,
Watergame, Eating Seaweed and
many more! Keynote speakers: Pier
Vellinga, Sander de Haas and Bas
van Vliet. Raimond Hafkenscheid
(Dutch ministry of foreign aﬀairs)
will facilitate the day.
When: October 17, 9.30 – 17.00
Where: Gaia, Lumen, Atlas (WUR
campus). Costs: Free for students.
CHECK WWW.INNOWATER.ORG FOR MORE
INFORMATION, SUBSCRIPTION AND UPDATES!

agenda
Friday 12 to Tuesday 16 October

FOOD4ALL FESTIVAL
The Food4All festival is a critical
supplement to the ‘Food4you
festival’. The festival seeks to
provide a critical perspective on
global food security, and give
voice to sustainable alternatives.
The festival consists of debates, a
regional market, an autumn dinner
feast with local ingredients and
the premiere of the ﬁlm ‘Crops of
the Future’.
WWW.GRASSROOTSSCIENCE.NL

Saturday 13 October, 17.30-21.00h

REGIONAL MARKET
At the Regional Market you can
taste local cheese, meat,
vegetables, bread, honey, juice
and beer. Did you know that all
these products are grown in and
around Wageningen? You can
attend the discussion at 17.30 and/
or attend the market between
18.00 and 21.00 with music, local
producers, farmers and more. The
Regional Market is part of the
Food4All Festival, which addresses
social justice and sustainable
alternatives. Kielekampsteeg 32 in
Wageningen.
WWW.GRASSROOTSSCIENCE.NL

Saturday 20 October, 9.00.

DOCTOR JAZZ DAY
A fair on the ﬁrst ﬂoor of the Hof
van Wageningen hotel, from 9.00
to 15.00 hours. With an exchange
market and a musical day in the
Terrace room with the small
restaurant. At 12.30 Eddy
Determeyer will present his new
book Big Easy Big Bands - dawn
and rise of the jazz orchestra. This
will be followed at 12.45 by a
performance by David Livingstone
Jazz messengers, followed by Lollo
Meier & Fapy Lafertin. The event
will end with The Revivalists at
16.00. Entrance for members: €8,
for non-members; €16. This
includes parking in the hotel car
park.
WWW.DOCTORJAZZ.NL
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Don’t want to miss the news?
Sign up for the biweekly digital newsletter:
resource.wur.nl/en

Heb je je bachelor afgerond? Kies dan voor een
master in Leiden of Den Haag.
Masterdag 9 november
Kom langs en maak kennis met de Universiteit
Leiden: 70 masters en meer dan 200 specialisaties.
Meld je aan op unileidenmasters.nl

Bij ons leer je de wereld kennen.

>>
Respond?

Interested in other people’s views on the news?
Want to comment yourself? At resource.wur.nl/en
we carry on providing news and engaging in
debate.

Graduate in style! Expand your graduation
with a festive reception in Hotel De Wereld.
ÎÆƋÇ =ÞcƋÎÇbHÆÇÇÞÎƋ BÎCচÇřÎƋÆŴÇƋÞÎƄÎÆƋÇ =Þ
cƋÎÇbHÆÇÇÞÎƋ BÎCচÇřÎƋÆŴÇƋÞÎƄÎÆƋÇ =ÞcƋÎÇbHÆÇ
Treat all your guests with a complete graduation reception of 1 hour in de Capitulation room in Hotel De Wereld. Available for
€ 9,50 per person (including drinks from the Hollands assortment, nuts, olives, a bitterbal and a small snack). Ask for all possibilities!
DrinksandBites located on the market square en the old municipal farm Koekoekpannenkoek include perfect locations for a reception.

HoteldeWereld

www.hoteldewereld.nl www.koekoekpannenkoek.nl tel 0031 (0)317 460 444
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jazzinwageningen.nl
Wageningen UR zoekt:

fri 02|11|12

RT!

NCE
EXTRA CO

Kim Hoorweg Trio
Kim Hoorweg vocals
Erwin Hoorweg piano
Angelo Verploegen
flügelhorn

Project TripleP@Sea - PhD candidate ‘Proteins from Green
Sources’
AFSG Levensmiddelenchemie, Wageningen,
vacaturenummer AFSG-FCH-0017

PhD candidate ‘Maillard Glycation of Proteins’
AFSG Levensmiddelenchemie, Wageningen,
vacaturenummer AFSG-FCH-0018

Project TripleP@Sea - PhD in interdisciplinary ﬁeld of Waste(water)
infrastructure, Spatial planning and Agriculture
AFSG Milieutechnologie, Wageningen, vacaturenummer AFSG-ETE-0016

PhD in Organic Surface Chemistry
AFSG Organische Chemie, Wageningen, vacaturenummer AFSG-ORC-0021

PhD in Bio-Organic Surface Chemistry
AFSG Organische Chemie, Wageningen, vacaturenummer AFSG-ORC-0020

PhD in Organic Surface Chemistry
AFSG Organische Chemie, Wageningen, vacaturenummer AFSG-ORC-0019

PhD Student Synthetic Organic Chemistry & Chemical Biology
AFSG Organische Chemie, Wageningen, vacaturenummer AFSG-ORC-0017

Directeur Wageningen UR Livestock Research
ASG Stafteam DirectieRaad, Lelystad, vacaturenummer ASG-STAF-DIR0002

Project TripleP@Sea - PhD Impact assessment in the Arctic

Impulse (Wageningen Campus, building 115) | 20.30u
tickets at www.jazzinwageningen.nl or at the door € 15,- (students,
friends of JIW € 10,-)

ESG Centrum Water en Klimaat, Wageningen,
vacaturenummer ESG CWK-0230

Assistent Professor Tenure Track
ESG Centrum Ecosystemen, Wageningen, vacaturenummer ESG ECO-0092

Project TripleP@Sea - PhD student on integrated multitrophic
aquaculture (IMTA)
IMARES Afdeling Aquacultuur, The Netherlands,
vacaturenummer IMA Delta0012

Lab Medewerker Otolietenlijn
IMARES Afdeling Visserij, IJmuiden, vacaturenummer 0012-5

Three PhD positions: System trajectories, diversity and cross-scale
trade-offs: targeting innovations for the sustainable intensiﬁcation
of cereal-based agro-ecosystems
PSG Farm Technologie, Wageningen, vacaturenummer PSG-FT-0000-1

Post doc: Plant traits, competitive interactions and consequences
for mixed species systems
PSG Centre for Crop Systems, Wageningen,
vacaturenummer PSG-CCSA-0009

Projectleider Radiochemische analyses
RIKILT Contaminanten, Wageningen, vacaturenummer RIKILT-CT0001

Personal Chair Life Sciences Education Research
SSG Educatie & Competentiestudies, Wageningen,
vacaturenummer SSG-ECS-0012

Personal Chair Life Sciences Education Research
SSG Educatie & Competentiestudies, Wageningen,
vacaturenummer SSG-ECS-0013

Lecturer
SSG Logistics, Decision and Information Sciences, Wageningen,
vacaturenummer SSG-LDI-0009

Project TripleP@Sea - PhD Marine governance in three regions
SSG Milieubeleid, Wageningen, vacaturenummer SSG-ENP-0014
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ILLUSTRATIE: HENK VAN RUITENBEEK

>>TYPICAL DUTCH

Getting a police report
A few days ago I lost my ID card. In order to make a new ID I needed a report on the loss from the
local police. I wanted to go to the police station and it was quite a job to ﬁnd it. Local residents do
not seem very familiar with it. I had to ask four or ﬁve people the way and when I arrived it was
closed.

What I found interesting about the local police station in Wageningen was that it is only open
three days a week and only from 9 to 5. I went back the next day it was open. I thought I would be
served immediately but the receptionist asked me whether I had an appointment that day and of
course I said no. Then I explained the reason why I was there and the ofﬁcer gave me a number to
call. I was so surprised because I had thought I could immediately get the report that day. The next
surprising thing happened when I called to make the appointment. It was going to be scheduled
ﬁve days after the day I called. I was speechless but then I asked whether I could get the report
from another police station and they gave me an appointment on the next day in Renkum.
This system is completely different from Indonesia where you can go to the nearest police station
at any time, any day without making an appointment. It was a surprise but at least now I know
how the Dutch police system works. An Indonesian police station might be more accessible but it
is also more formal, because it has a lot of police ofﬁcers working there and a lot of paperwork.
There are even some ‘criminals’ too. It is so crowded with all these different things going on there.
A very different story to my visit to Renkum police station. Seeing so few people there was quite a
shock. Dominika Dayvera Rosana, MSc of Urban Environmental Management, from Indonesia

The police station
is only open
three days a week

Do you have a nice anecdote about your experience of going Dutch? Send it in! Describe an encounter
with Dutch culture in detail and comment on it brieﬂy. 300 words max. Send it to resource@wur.nl
and earn ﬁfty euro and Dutch candy.
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